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Abstract—Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) play a signifi-
cant role in monitoring and analyzing daily activities occurring
in computer systems to detect occurrences of security threats.
However, the routinely produced analytical data from computer
networks are usually of very huge in size. This creates a major
challenge to IDSs, which need to examine all features in the
data to identify intrusive patterns. The objective of this study is
to analyze and select the more discriminate input features for
building computationally efficient and effective schemes for an
IDS. For this, a hybrid feature selection algorithm in combination
with wrapper and filter selection processes is designed in this
paper. Two main phases are involved in this algorithm. The
upper phase conducts a preliminary search for an optimal subset
of features, in which the mutual information between the input
features and the output class serves as a determinant criterion.
The selected set of features from the previous phase is further
refined in the lower phase in a wrapper manner, in which the
Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) is used to guide
the selection process and retain optimized set of features. The
efficiency and effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated
through building an IDS and a fair comparison with other state-
of-the-art detection approaches. The experimental results show
that our hybrid model is promising in detection compared to the
previously reported results.
Keywords—Intrusion detection, Feature selection, Mutual in-
formation, Least square support vector machines, Floating search.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion detection is the art of discovering and detecting
network traffic patterns that are anomalous to the normal
network traffic. Today, intrusion detection is considered as one
of the most priority and challenging tasks for network security
administrators. More sophisticated infiltration techniques have
been developed by attackers to challenge and defeat the
security tools [1]. Thus, there is a need for an efficient and
reliable IDS to safeguard computer networks from known as
well as unknown vulnerabilities. The primary purpose of these
systems is to be accurate in detecting attacks with minimum
false alarms. However, to fulfill this purpose, an IDS should be
able to handle huge amount of network data and fast enough
to make real time decisions.
In general an IDS deals with large volume of data consist-
ing of variety of traffic patterns. Each pattern in a dataset is
characterized by a set of features (or attributes) and represents
a point in a multi-dimensional feature space. A pattern might
contain irrelevant and redundant features slowing down the
training and testing processes or even affect the classification
performance with more mathematical complexity. However,
in practice, it is worthwhile to keep the number of features
as small as possible in order to reduce the computational
cost and the complexity of building a classifier. In addition,
eliminating unimportant features facilitates data visualization,
improves modelling, prediction performance, and speeds up
classification process. Thus, dimensionality reduction, such as
feature extraction and feature selection, has been successfully
applied to machine learning and data mining to solve this
problem. Feature extraction techniques attempt to transfer the
input features into a new feature set, while Feature Selection
(FS) algorithms search for the most informative features from
the original input data [2].
In this paper, we focus on feature selection and propose a
scheme that selects features based on the principle of Mutual
Information (MI) for feature ranking. The best set of candidate
features is chosen, in a wrapper manner, from the top of the
ranking list by looking for the best subset that produces the
highest classification accuracy. The proposed approach is a
combination of two main stages: (1) filter feature ranking;
and (2) wrapper-based Improved Forward Floating Selection
(IFFS) using LS-SVM and classification accuracy. The filter
method aims to reduce the computational cost of the wrapper
search by eliminating irrelevant and redundancy features from
the initial feature set. The wrapper method-based IFFS is used
to search for a proper subset that improves the classification
accuracy. The aim is to achieve both the high accuracy of wrap-
per approaches and the efficiency of filter approaches. Finally,
in order to examine the effectiveness of our proposed feature
selection method, the final subset is then passed through LS-
SVM classifier to build an IDS. Experimental results presented
for validation obtained using different sets of KDD Cup 99
data, are commonly used in literature.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the
related work of this study. Section III describes the concept
of mutual information and its estimation. Section IV describes
the principle of improved forward floating selection algorithm.
Section V introduces our proposed hybrid feature selection
algorithm. Section VI details our detection framework showing
the different detection stages. Section VII presents the experi-
mental details and results. Finally, we conclude this paper by
summarizing the work and future works in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Methods for feature selection are generally classified into
three main categories: filter, wrapper and hybrid approaches.
Filter algorithms, on one hand, start the search from an
empty subset S0 and utilize an independent measure G (e.g.,
information, distance, or consistency measures) as a criterion
to estimate the relation between set of features. The search
process continues until a desired number is reached or adding
or deleting of any feature does not produce a better feature
subset. The optimal subset of feature Sbest is the output from
the algorithm. This approach is argued to be less computation-
ally expensive, easily applied to high-dimensional datasets and
more general. However, their results are not always acceptable.
Due to the lack of interaction between the classifier and the
dependence among features, filter methods might fail to choose
the best available subset or might select redundant features [3].
Thus, the classification performance of the learning models
based on these selected features is varied and highly dependent
on the quality of the selection criterion. Wrapper algorithms,
on the other hand, utilize a particular learning algorithm A
(e.g., the decision tree or SVM) as a fitness function to
evaluate the goodness of features. In comparison with filter
methods, wrapper methods are argued to be more accurate.
However, the wrapper approaches are often computationally
more complicated when dealing with large sets of features
than the filter approaches [4].
To cope with the aforementioned drawbacks and to avoid
the burden of specifying a stopping criterion, many researchers
attempt to exploit the advantages of both filter and wrapper
methods. Hybrid algorithms utilize both an independent mea-
sure G and a fitness evaluation function of the feature subset
A. They use the knowledge delivered by a filter algorithm and
a specific machine learning algorithm to choose the final best
subset of feature Sbest [5]. A hybrid algorithm starts the search
from an empty subset S0 and repeats to find the best available
subsets. In each iteration for a best subset of feature with
cardinality k, it looks through all possible subsets of k + 1
by incrementally adding feature from the remaining features.
The independent measure G is used to evaluate each generated
subset S that holds the cardinality k+1 and compares with the
previous best subset. If S is better than previous best subset,
it will be considered as the current best subset S′best with the
cardinality of k+1. Once the iteration ends and the final S′best
at level k + 1 is found, the fitness evaluation function A is
applied to S′best and the evaluation result is compared with
that of the best subset found at level k. The searching for the
best subset stops when no further improvement is found and
therefore the optimal subset Sbest is retained by the hybrid
model. As it has been claimed in [3], methods belonging to
this category are not fast as the filter approaches, but more
effective and can achieve better classification performance.
This study focuses on feature selection approaches based
on mutual information, which measures relevance and re-
dundancy between features. Due to its robustness to noise
and transformation, MI has become one of the most popular
relevance and redundancy measure among features in the
recent years [6]. Battiti [7] defined feature selection as a
process that selects a subset ‘S’ of original features which
helps accurately to classify an object to its corresponding class
C and introduced a greedy selection algorithm based on MI,
named MIFS. This algorithm determines an informative subset
of features which are then passed through a neural network
classifier. In the follow-up research, various attempts have
been made and proposed to enhance Battiti’s feature selection
algorithm [8], [9].
Among these methods, Amiri et al. [9] proposed a Mod-
ified Mutual Information-based Feature Selection (MMIFS)
algorithm for intrusion detection. MMIFS is an enhancement
over Battiti’s MIFS method avoiding selection of irrelevant
features into the final set. However, this problem has not been
fully solved. In this study, therefore, we attempt to explore
this problem and suggest a feasible solution. In addition,
although the redundancy parameter β involved in MIFS and
MMIFS has a determinant impact on the selection of optimal
subset of features, however selecting an appropriate value for
the redundancy parameter β remains an open question [6].
Moreover, both MIFS and MMIFS are incremental search
methods which apply greedy search algorithm as their search-
ing strategies. Features are selected one at a time to the final
feature subset S until S grows to the predefined size. This
method is computationally attractive but suffers from the well
known “nesting effect”. Once a feature is discarded using the
top-down approach, it cannot be added back to the selected
subset again. Therefore, the final optimal subset may not
contain all the best features.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, we propose
to adopt the principle of mutual information and apply LS-
SVM, in a hybrid manner, and build our feature selection
algorithm. According to Roulston et al. [10], MI provides
a good measurement to quantify the amount of information
shared between various variables, as well as a generalized
correlation scheme analogous to linear and non-linear cor-
relation coefficient. Therefore, in this work MI is chosen
with a criterion function G, without requiring a user-defined
redundancy parameter. This will guide the filter based search to
identify irrelevant and redundant features and provide a ranked
list of relevant features based on their importance. Finally,
to cope with the “nesting effect” problem, IFFS algorithm
is used to guide the wrapper method to select the subset
which improves the classification performance. IFFS involves
an additional investigation step to find out whether deleting
any feature in the currently selected subset and replacing it
with a new feature can enhance the candidate feature set.
III. MUTUAL INFORMATION AND ITS ESTIMATION
In the case of feature selection, a feature containing im-
portant information about a class is considered as relevant,
while the irrelevant feature holds little information about the
output class and can be known as uninformative features to
the output class [11]. The key points solving the problems
is to search for those informative features that contain as
much information about the output class as possible. For
this purpose, information entropy and MI were introduced by
Shannon et. al. [12] to quantify the amount of information
shared between two random variables.
Given two discrete random variables U = {u1, u2, ..., ug}
and V = {v1, v2, ..., vg}, where g is the total number of
samples. If the probability distribution of U is p(u), the infor-
mation entropy which is a measure of uncertainty of the ran-
dom variable U is defined as H(U) = −∑u∈U p(u) log p(u)
and the joint entropy of U and V is defined as H(U, V ) =
−∑u∈U∑v∈V p(u, v) log p(u, v); where, p(u, v) is a joint
probability distribution. To quantify the amount of knowledge
on variable U provided by variable V (and vice versa), which
is known as MI, equation (1) is used.
I(U ;V ) =
∑
u∈U
∑
v∈V
p(u, v) log
p(u, v)
p(u)p(v)
. (1)
For continuous variables, MI between two continuous
random variables with a joint probability density function
(pdf) and marginal probabilities p(u) and p(v) is defined by
replacing the summation notation with the integration notation
as shown in equation (2).
I(U ;V ) =
∫
u
∫
v
p(u, v) log
p(u, v)
p(u)p(v)
dudv. (2)
MI is a symmetric measure of the relation between two
random variables, and it yields a positive value. Obviously,
when the two variables are closely related, the amount of MI
is large (and vice versa). A zero value of MI indicates that the
two observed variables are statistically independent. However,
MI is computationally difficult due to the involvement of the
estimation of pdfs, and the common estimation methods (e.g.,
histogram and kernel density estimations) are susceptible to
high-dimensional data [13], which coincidentally are targets
of this study. Alternatively, the estimator proposed by [14] is
introduced to cope with this issue. Unlike the aforementioned
estimation techniques, this estimator relies on estimating infor-
mation entropies from the data using an average distance of the
k-nearest neighbors. It approximates MI between two random
variables on a multi-dimensional data space by estimating the
entropy, with or without knowing the probability densities
p(u, v), p(u) and p(v), based on the k-nearest neighbors
technique.
IV. IMPROVED FORWARD FLOATING SELECTION
The sequential search looks for the optimal feature subset
by either adding (or removing) one feature at a time until
the specified criteria is reached. Sequential Forward/Backward
Selection (SFS/SBS) are two of the most commonly used
searching techniques in selecting the most optimal subsets
and decreasing very large feature sets [15]. SFS starts with
an empty set and incrementally adds features to the selected
subset based on their importance, while SBS starts with all
features and deletes one feature at a time. However, these
methods suffer from the so called “nesting effect” problem.
Once a feature is added (or deleted), it will not be considered
in upcoming iterations.
Sequential Forward/Backward Floating Search (SFFS/
SBFS) have been successfully applied to overcome the
“nesting effect” problem by backtracking after each sequential
iteration to select a better subset [16]. The SFFS or SBFS
method starts the search with an empty set (or all input
features) and uses the SFS or SBS to add (or remove) one
feature at a time to the selected feature set. Every time adding
(or deleting) a new feature, the algorithm uses SBS or SFS for
backtracking.
Improved Forward Floating Selection (IFFS) [17] was
introduced to improve the selection process in the SFFS
algorithms. The IFFS adds an additional search step together
with the backtracking step called “replace weak features”. The
method is further investigated if removing an old feature and
adding a new one to a selected subset at each iteration can
improve the quality of the selected subset.
V. PROPOSED HYBRID FEATURE SELECTION
In this section, we propose a hybrid feature selection
approach that combines the advantages of both filter and
wrapper methods. The framework of the proposed algorithm,
is shown in Fig. 1 which, consists of two main phases: the
upper phase at which the mutual information is used for feature
ranking and elimination, and the lower phase which determines
the optimal subset, and contributes maximum classification
accuracy on training dataset.
Fig. 1: Proposed feature selection scheme
Suppose the total number of features considered in the
dataset is n. The filtering process is applied selecting the
features incrementally and eliminating any irrelevant and re-
dundant features from the initial set. This phase will be
continued until b features are selected. Then the wrapper
method is applied to evaluate all possible sets and select the
best feature set leading to maximum classification accuracy.
A. Filter method for feature pre-selection
The filter method plays an important role in the proposed
hybrid method and is designed to eliminate irrelevant and
redundancy features. This helps the wrapper method-based
IFFS to decrease the searching range from the entire original
feature space to the pre-selected features.
The filter algorithm searches for relevant features by look-
ing at the characteristics of each individual feature using MI
as an evaluation criterion for the selection process. Algorithm
1 elaborates the overall selection process of Battiti’s MIFS [7].
MIFS is a heuristic incremental search method, where selection
procedure continues until a desired number of b input features
are selected.
To eliminate the burden of selecting an appropriate value
for the redundancy parameter β, we suggest a new formulation
to the feature selection criterion and determine a feature that
maximizes the term G in equation (3). It selects a feature from
a given input feature set to maximize I(C; fi) and to minimize
the average redundancy MRs simultaneously.
G = I(C; fi)− 1| S |
∑
fs∈S
MR. (3)
Algorithm 1 Mutual information based feature selection
Input: Feature set F= {fi, i=1,...,n}, b-Number of
desired features, β-The redundancy parameter
Output: Sb−The best selected subset of features
begin;
1: Initialization: S = φ ;
2: Calculate I(C; fi) for each feature, i = 1, ..., n;
3: Select the feature fi that maximizes:
argmax
fi
(I(C; fi)), i = 1, ..., nf ,
F←− F \ { fi } and S ←− { fi };
4:
while (| S |< b) do
G = argmax
fi∈F
((I(C; fi)− β
∑
fs∈S
I(fi; fs))
F ←− F \ { fi } and S ←− { fi };
end
return Sb
Algorithm 2 Filter method for feature pre-selection
Input: a training data set F= {fi, i=1,...,n}
Output: S-The best selected subset of features
begin
Initialization: S = φ
for each feature f ∈ F do
Calculate G in (3);
if (G = 0 or G < 0) then
F = F − {fi};
else
Rank the feature fi according to the value of G (highest
first) and S ←− { fi };
end
end
return S
MR, in equation (3), stands for the relative minimum
redundancy of feature fi against feature fs and is denoted
by MR = I(fi;fs)I(C;fi) , where fi belongs to F and fs belongs
to S. Notably, in the case of I(C; fi) equal to zero, the
current candidate feature fi can be discarded without further
computation using equation (3). If the features fi and fs are
relatively highly dependent with respect to I(C; fi), feature fi
will contribute to redundancy. This is because the feature fi
and the Class C are proven to be independent. Therefore, the
value of G in (3) has the following properties:
First, if (G = 0), then feature fi is irrelevant to the
output class C and cannot provide any additional classifica-
tion information after the S subset of features is selected.
Therefore, current candidate feature fi should be excluded
from S. Second, if (G > 0), then feature fi is relevant to the
output class C and can provide some additional classification
information after the S subset of feature is selected. Therefore,
the current candidate feature fi should be included into S.
Third, if (G < 0), then feature fi is redundant to the output
class C and can cause reduction in the amount of MI between
the selected subset S and the output class. It is worth noting
that the right hand term in equation (3), which measure the
redundancy among features, is larger than the left hand term,
which measure the relevancy between feature fi and the class.
Therefore, feature fi should be excluded from S. Thus, in our
filter approach, we set a numerical threshold value which is
greater than zero. The feature pre-selection processes is given
by algorithm 2.
Fig. 2: The overall procedure of the proposed wrapper
algorithm-based IFFS
B. Wrapper-based IFFS for feature selection using LS-SVM
Once the filter method finishes its task, the lower phase
evaluates the candidate feature subsets, using wrapper scheme,
to determine the optimal subset of feature that can produce
the best classification performance. To do so, LS-SVM and
the classification accuracy are employed. If the performance
reaches the best accuracy rate, the selection process is com-
pleted while outputs the last optimal subset of features with
cardinality of m = ω, where ω is a pre-defined value to
control the backtracking process. Otherwise, the selection
procedure carries the searching at cardinality of m+1 by adding
one feature from the remaining features, replacing the weak
features that produce low accuracy and repeating above steps.
Fig. 2 shows the overall scheme of the wrapper-based IFFS.
As shown in Fig. 2, this phase involves two important steps:
1) Backtracking: To avoid the “nesting problem”, the pro-
posed algorithm uses SFS to add one features at a time to the
selected feature set. When a new feature is added to the current
selected feature set, the algorithm uses SBS to backtrack and
remove one feature in each iteration to find a better subset.
2) Replacing the weak feature: The proposed algorithm not
only backtracks to find the best subset but also attempts to
find if replacing weak features in current selected feature set
can provide better subset. The aim is to further investigate if
removing one feature in the selected feature set and adding a
new one using SFS can enhance the classification accuracy of
the current selected feature set.
SVM is a supervised learning method [18]. It uses a
given labeled dataset and constructs an optimal hyperplane
in the corresponding data space to separate the data into
different classes. Instead of solving the classification problem
by quadratic programming, LS-SVM re-frames the task of
classification into a linear programming problem [19]. LS-
SVM has been proven to be generalized and low in compu-
tation complexity in comparison with the ordinary SVM. One
can find more details about calculating LS-SVM in [19].
VI. INTRUSION DETECTION FRAMEWORK-BASED
LS-SVM
The framework of the proposed IDS, is presented in Fig
3. It comprises of four main phases: (A) data collection,
where a sequence of network packets is collected, (B) data
preprocessing, where training and test data are preprocessed
and a significant subset of features that can distinguish one
class from another is selected, (C) classifier training, where
the training data is trained for classification problem and (D)
attack recognition, where the classifier is trained using LS-
SVM to detect intrusions on the test data.
Fig. 3: The framework of the LS-SVM-based intrusion detec-
tion system
A. Data collection
The first critical step to intrusion detection is data collec-
tion. The type of data source and the location where data is
collected from are two important factors in the design and the
effectiveness of an IDS. To provide the best suited protection
for the targeted hosts or networks, we develop a network-based
IDS in this study. The proposed IDS runs on the nearest router
to the victim(s) and monitors the network traffic flow. During
the training stage, the collected data samples are categorized
with respect to the transport/internet layer protocols and are
labeled against the domain knowledge. However, the data
collected in the test stage are categorized according to the
protocol types only.
B. Data preprocessing
The data obtained during the data collection phase are first
processed to generate the basic features such as the ones found
in KDD Cup 99 dataset. This phase consists of three main
stages.
1) Data transferring: The trained classifier requires each
record in the input data to be represented as a vector of
real number. However, the KDD CUP 99 dataset contains
numerical as well as symbolic features. These symbolic fea-
tures include type of protocol (i.e., TCP, UDP and ICMP),
application service type (e.g., HTTP, FTP, Telnet and so on)
and TCP status flag (e.g., SF, REJ and so on). Thus, every
symbolic feature is first converted into a numerical value by
replacing the symbolic values with numeric values.
Algorithm 3 Intrusion detection-based LS-SVM {Distinguish-
ing intrusive network traffic from normal network traffic}
Input: LS-SVM Normal Classifier, selected features (normal
class), an observed data item x
Output: Lx-the classification label of x
begin Lx ← classification of x with LS-SVM of Normal class
if Lx = “Normal" then
Return LX
else
Lx = “Abnormal"
Return LX
end
2) Data normalization: Another essential step in this phase
is data normalization. Data normalization is a process of
scaling the value of each feature into a well-proportioned
range, so that the bias in favor of features with greater values
is eliminated from the dataset. Data used in Section VII are
standardized. Every attribute within each record is scaled by
the respective maximum value and falls into the same range
of [0-1]. The transferring and normalization process will also
be applied to the test data. Since there are normal traffic and
attack traffic appearing in KDD Cup 99, we construct a class
containing purely the normal records, named the Normal class.
3) Feature selection: Even though each connection record
in the KDD Cup 99 has 41 features, not all of these features
are needed to build an IDS. Therefore, it is important to select
the most informative features of traffic data to achieve higher
performance. We apply our feature selection algorithm to find
the most important subset of features for the aforementioned
class. The selected features are depicted in Table I, where each
row lists the number and the index of the selected features with
respect to the corresponding feature selection algorithm.
C. Classifier training
Once the optimal feature subset is selected for the class,
this subset is then taken into the classifier training stage where
LS-SVM is employed. To the best of our knowledge, SVMs
can only handle binary classification problems, thus we will
need to employ one LS-SVM classifier for the Normal class.
The classifier distinguishes Normal data from non-Normal.
D. Attack recognition
In general, it is an easier task to build a classifier to separate
between two classes than to consider multiclass in a problem.
This is because the decision boundaries in the first case can be
simpler and computationally less intensive. Therefore, our IDS
needs to distinguish between normal and abnormal data. After
completing the whole iteration process, we can determine the
final classifier which includes the most correlated features for
the class and can differentiate the normal and intrusion traffics
using the trained model. The test data is then passed through
the trained model to detect intrusions. As shown in algorithm
3, records matching the normal class are considered as normal
data, otherwise are reported as attacks.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Training and testing dataset
Since the past decade, the KDD Cup 99 dataset is one
of the most commonly used dataset for intrusion detection
evaluation. It is the most comprehensive dataset that is still
valid and applied to compare and measure the performance of
IDSs. Therefore, to facilitates a fair and rational comparison
with other previously proposed detection approaches, we apply
the KDD Cup 99 dataset to evaluate the performance of our
propose detection system. This dataset contains training data
with about five millions of TCP/IP connection records and test
data with approximately two millions of TCP/IP connection
records. Each pattern in this dataset is unique with 41 different
features. KDD Cup 99 dataset consists of two main classes:
normal traffic and attack traffic.
As shown in literature review, a significant number of state-
of-the-art IDSs, such as the ones in [20]–[24] , were evaluated
using “10% of KDD Cup 99” data. Therefore, training and
testing our system on the “10% KDD Cup 99” data can assist
to provide a fair comparisons with those systems. The “10%
KDD Cup 99” contains about 494,021 of TCP/IP connection
records. Such large data cannot be fed to an LS-SVM classifier
in the training phase. So, we randomly select 15,246 records
from the two different classes as the training data and the
remaining 478,775 (494,021 - 15,246) samples are used for
evaluation purposes. Both the training and testing samples used
in our experiments consist of 41 features.
Furthermore, to validate the performance of our hybrid fea-
ture selection, we test our detection model using the corrected
labels of KDD Cup 99. This dataset has been used to validate
some of the state-of-the-art IDSs such as [25]–[29]. Therefore,
for a fair comparison with those detection systems, we apply
this dataset to test the performance of our detection model. The
corrected labels KDD Cup 99 dataset contains 311,029 TCP/IP
connection records, where around 80.6% of the samples are
attacks and the remaining ones are normal records.
B. Experimental environment
All experiments are performed using Windows platform
with the following configuration: Inter(R) Core 2 Duo, pro-
cessor 2.99 GHz, 350 GB of RAM.
C. Experimental results and analysis
For the proposed of feature selection algorithm, the search
terminates when the number of features in the current selected
subset reaches ‘ω’ to allow enough backtracking. For our
experiments, we choose ‘ω’ to be six. This choice is not
critical, but to avoid high computational time, the value of
‘ω’ has been selected appropriately.
To select the best value of k (discussed in Section III), we
have conducted several experiments with different values for k
and we achieve the best results when k = 6, which is the same
value suggested by [14]. In addition, to compare with Battiti’s
MIFS algorithm, we set the control parameter β between 0.3
to 1, which is the range suggested by [7], [8]. Then, the best
value for β that gives the best accuracy rate is selected for
a comparison with our approach. Table I shows the selected
feature subsets of the different feature selection methods.
Experiments using different values for β show that 0.3 is
the best value for β in this dataset. We also chose β = 1
which is the same value applied in [8]. The reason for selecting
different values of β is to test all possibilities of the feature
rankings since the best value is not defined for the given
problem. The experimental results of different values of β
indicate that when the value is close to 1, the algorithm uses
more weights to the redundant features.
In addition, we compare the results of the proposed de-
tection model using hybrid feature selection algorithm with
the detection model using the filter algorithm (discussed in
Subsection V-A, Algorithm 2). Table II summarizes the classi-
fication results of the different selection methods with respect
to detection rate, false positive rate, accuracy and F-measure.
Through Table II, we can see that our detection model with the
proposed hybrid method achieved the highest accuracy rates
of 99.90%. In addition, the proposed approach achieved false
positive rate of 0.07% and detection rat of 99.93%.
The F-measure is also applied to examine the level of
accuracy with different classifiers in relation to the Precision
(P) and Recall (R). F-measure is given by (4)
F −measure = (β
2 + 1)(P ∗R)
β2 ∗ P +R , β = 1, (4)
where, Precision = TPTP+FP is the proportion of predicted
positives values. The value directly affects the performance of
the system. Higher value of precision means lower false pos-
itive rate and vice versa. Another important value to measure
the performance of the detection system is Recall = TPTP+FN
indicating the proportion of actual positives values being
correctly identified. True Positive (TP) is the number of attacks
classified as attacks, True Negative (TN) is the number of
normal records classified as normal ones, False Positive (FP) is
the number of normal records classified as attacks, and False
Negative (FN) is the number of attacks classified as normal
records.
It can be observed from the results that, feature selection
improves the classification performance in comparison with
methods which use all features. In general, in terms of the F-
measure results for all methods, the proposed detection method
with hybrid feature selection enjoys higher rates.
TABLE I: Feature ranking Results based on the different mutual information algorithms on KDD Cup 99 training set
Algorithm # Feature Feature ranking
Proposed hybrid method 6 f5, f3, f23, f32, f34,f35
Filter method 19 f5, f23, f6, f3, f36, f12, f24, f37, f2,f32, f9, f31, f29, f26, f17, f33, f35, f39, f34
MIFS (β=0.3) 25 f5 ,f23 ,f6 ,f9 ,f32 ,f18 ,f19 , f15 ,f17 ,f16 ,f14 ,f7 ,f20 ,f11 ,f21 ,f13 ,f8, f22, f29 ,f31,f41 ,f1 ,f26 ,f10 ,f37
MIFS (β=1) 25 f5 ,f7 ,f17 ,f32 ,f18 ,f20 ,f9 , f15 ,f14 ,f21 ,f16 ,f8 ,f22 ,f19 ,f13 ,f11 ,f29, f1, f41 ,f31,f10 ,f27 ,f26 ,f12 ,f28
TABLE II: Performance of classification based on the evaluation data
Detection model with: DR FR Accuracy F-measure
Proposed hybrid method 99.93 ± 0.081 0.07 ± 0.043 99.90 ± 0.029 99.53 ± 0.053
Filter method 99.43 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.02 99.75 ± 0.04 99.34 ± 0.03
MIFS (β=0.3) 99.38 ± 0.14 0.23 ± 0.02 99.70 ± 0.3 99.21 ± 0.09
MIFS (β=1) 99.02 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.06 99.57 ± 0.3 98.86 ± 0.09
All features 99.86 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.05 99.19 ± 0.04 97.89 ± 0.05
Table III shows the average training and testing time (in
second) of the proposed detection model with hybrid feature
selection compared with using only filter method and those
using all 41 features. Through Table III, we can observe
that the detection model with a feature selection phase has
less building and testing time than that using all features.
In addition, our approach illustrates the best average time
of building and testing processes. To sum up Tables [I-III],
TABLE III: Average time of building and testing processes
based on the evaluation data
Detection model with: Average time
Building time (s) Proposed hybrid method 63.184
Filter method 87.834
All Features 222.885
Testing time (s) Proposed hybrid method 27.322
Filter method 30.639
All Features 70.807
TABLE IV: Comparison results in terms of accuracy rate with
other approaches based on the evaluation dataset
System Accuracy rate(%)
IDS with the proposed hybrid method 99.90
IDS with the filter method 99.75
SVM with PBR [21] 99.59
SVM [20] 99.55
Bayesian Network [22] 98.78
Flexible Neural Tree [23] 99.19
the results strongly indicate that feature selection algorithm is
a necessary step in building a lightweight IDS. In addition,
compared with the filter algorithm and MIFS methods, the
proposed hybrid approach selects fewer features with higher
classification accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed method is
faster in building and testing time than those methods that
need to examine all input features.
D. Comparative study
In order to prove the performance of our detection model,
we have conducted several experiments and compare with
many state-of-the-art approaches. Tables IV and V depict
the comparisons results over the evaluation and test datasets.
Through Table IV, we compare the accuracy rate of our
TABLE V: Performance of classification based on the cor-
rected labels of KDD Cup 99 data (n/a means not available by
authors)
System DR FP Accuracy
Proposed detection model 99.47 0.521 98.90
KDD’99 winner [25] 99.50 0.6 91.8
Kernel Miner [26] 99.42 0.6 91.5
SVM IDS [27] 99.3 n/a n/a
ESC-IDS [28] 98.20 1.9 95.3
Clustering feature [29] 99.3 0.7 95.7
PLSSVM [9] 95.69 0.65 99.1
detection approach with those approaches that have been
evaluated on the “10% KDD Cup 99" dataset. Results obtained
by other authors, in comparison with our proposed detection
approach, our results enjoys the best accuracy. Therefore, it
can be indicated that the proposed model has shown a good
performance in identifying intrusions in network traffic.
Table V shows further comparison results with those detec-
tion systems that have been evaluated on the corrected labels
of KDD Cup 99. Approximately 18,729 samples of attacks in
this dataset are previously unseen attacks, which only appear in
the test dataset and do not appear in the “10% KDD Cup 99".
This makes it even harder for an IDS trained by the training
dataset to show good accuracy in detecting these attacks.
As shown in Table V, which compare all detection systems,
our scheme scored the lowest false positive rate with 0.521%.
Although the KDD Cup 99 winner’s [25] provided better
performance in terms of detection rates, the difference was
insignificant. The PLSSVM [9] showed the best accuracy rate
among all systems with 99.1%, while our system achieved the
second best with a small difference of 98.90%.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid feature selection approach com-
bining the filter and wrapper selection processes is proposed
for intrusion detection data classification. The approach uses
two main phases: (1) filter feature ranking and eliminating
phase; and (2) wrapper feature selection using LS-SVM and
classification accuracy. The aim is to achieve both the high
accuracy of wrapper approaches and the efficiency of filter
approaches.
The filter feature ranking is a pre-selection step with the
aim of reducing the computational cost of the wrapper search
by removing irrelevant and redundant features from the input
feature set. In addition, the proposed filter algorithm eliminates
the need to pre-define the redundant parameter β in MIFS. This
is desirable in practice since there is no specific procedures
or guides to select the best value for this parameter. The
wrapper method searches for the optimal subset that improves
the classification performance by comparing the accuracy of
the current selected subset with the previously selected one.
This phase employs two main steps: (1) backtracking to avoid
the nesting problem and (2) replacing the week features to
check if the replacements can provide better subset.
The proposed feature selection method has been evaluated
using two types of KDD Cup 99 datasets in the evaluation
processes. Experiments on the “10% KDD Cup 99” dataset
exhibit a promising results in terms of classification accuracy,
low computational cost and F-measure. In addition, compared
with those systems that have been evaluated on the corrected
labels of KDD Cup 99 dataset, our detection model shows good
a comparable results in terms of detection, false positive and
accuracy rate. Thus, the experimental results achieved on both
datasets show that our detection system achieved promising
performance in detecting intrusions.
Although the proposed hybrid feature selection algorithm
has shown encouraging performance, it could be further en-
hanced by optimizing the search strategy. In addition, in order
to further examine the performance of the proposed detection
model, a new dataset with recent attacks will be used.
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